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REAL TIME NUMBER PLATE LOCALIZATION ALGORITHMS

Balázs Enyedi — Lajos Konyha — Kálmán Fazekas
∗

Segmentation procedures are complicated and incorporate diverse problems, among which number plate localization,
which is the subject of the current paper, constitutes a special case. Number plate identification comprises two well
distinguishable fields: localization of number plates in the image and recognition of characters within the located areas.
Neither is an easy task, ie both are time consuming procedures, but certain measurements indicate that localization and

separation of the characters may last even 25 times longer than recognition. Number plate localization strategies that
require remarkably smaller computational resources shall be introduced in the following. Algorithms based on fast and
classical image processing methods such as filtering, edge finding and adaptive thresholding, which do not incorporate any

learning procedure, shall be discussed. The first part of the current article introduces algorithms that are optimized for
nearly horizontal number plates, while the second part focuses on differently located license plates. The section presenting
the results reveals under what circumstances and conditions the individual procedures can be used effectively, considering
also reliability and computational requirements.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Cars are used under various circumstances, as a result
of which number plates get dirty, scrapped and eventually
inflected. Further difficulties arise from the fact that the
vehicles may drive at a high speed in the moment of be-
ing photographed, resulting in dim pictures with smeary
edges and blurry contours. Images may also be tilted due
to the position of the camera or the road, and are often
noisy. Shadows can result in various grayscale spots in the
number plate, which might lead to false identified areas.
In this latter case, the extent of the localized regions is
typically smaller than the actual size of the number plate.
The photos depict the direct front or rear view in the case
of ideal circumstances, but in most cases the pictures are
taken from the sides or from a top view, considerably
distorting the ratios.

The pictures are usually colour images, therefore they
must be converted into black-and-white pictures prior to
testing the algorithms. This may be done in two ways: ei-
ther by generating the luminance and chrominance com-
ponents (YUV description) and using only the luminance
signal (ie the linear combination of the RGB components,
see equation 1), or by relying on the brightness informa-
tion obtained from hue, saturation and brightness (HSV)
decomposition (equation 2). In the latter case the biggest
one of the RGB colour components is chosen as an inten-
sity value, resulting in an increment of the picture’s en-
ergy content in most cases, ie the image becomes brighter.
The relevant edges / transitions / tones may disappear in
their environment this way, leading to faults in the case
of number plate localization and so degrading the suc-
cess of the search process. Another major issue is that
original pictures are often not available; instead, a sig-
nal compressed by some lossy method (usually JPEG)

must be processed. Ripples become visible in the value
(V) component of the compressed images as a result of
quantization, therefore algorithms that are resistant to
this effect must be applied. The above mentioned facts
provide a good reason for the application of YUV based
description, since also the quantization effects are weaker
in this case.

Y = 0.299R + 0.587G + 0.114B

U = B − Y, V = R − Y
(1)

MIN = min(R,G,B);

MAX = max(R,G,B)

V = MAX;

∆ = MAX − MIN
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{ ∆
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(2)
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∆ , ∆ > 0, R = MAX, G! = MAX

2+(B−R)
∆ , ∆ > 0, G = MAX, B! = MAX

4+(R−G)
∆ , ∆ > 0, B = MAX, R! = MAX

H = [0◦ . . . 360◦], S = [0 . . . 1], V = [0 . . . 255]

2 FAST ALGORITHMS FOR

NUMBER PLATE LOCALIZATION

Most of the number plate localization algorithms
merge several procedures, resulting in long computational
(and accordingly considerable execution) time (this may
be reduced by applying less and simpler algorithms). The
results are highly dependent on the image quality, since
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Fig. 1a. Original picture. Fig. 1b. Filtered image (FIR).

Fig. 2a. Sum of filtered rows (SFR). Fig. 2b. Smoothed sum of filtered rows.

Fig. 3a. Sum of columns in the current band. Fig. 3b. Possible parts of the plate.

the reliability of the procedures severely degrades in the
case of complex, noisy pictures that contain a lot of de-
tails. Unfortunately the various procedures barely offer
remedy for this problem, precise camera adjustment is
the only solution. This means that the car must be pho-
tographed in a way that the environment is excluded as
possible and the size of the number plate is as big as pos-
sible. Adjustment of the size is especially difficult in the
case of fast cars, since the optimum moment of exposure
can hardly be guaranteed.

Procedures elaborated and tested by our team [4, 6]
shall be introduced in the following, where the major
objective was to provide fast and reliable operation.

2.1 Number Plate Localization on the Basis of
Edge Finding

These algorithms rely on the observation that num-
ber plates usually appear as high contrast areas in the
image (black-and-white or black-and-yellow). The letters

and numbers are placed in the same row (i.e. at identical
vertical levels), resulting in frequent changes in the hor-
izontal intensity. This provides the reason for detecting
the horizontal changes of the intensity, since the rows that
contain the number plate are expected to exhibit many
sharp variations. Accordingly, the algorithm first deter-
mines the extent of intensity variation for each row, while
in the second step it selects the adjacent rows which ex-
hibit the biggest changes. Number plates are highly prob-
able to be in these rows. The horizontal position of the
number plate must also be determined, which is done by
using the previously determined values that characterize
the changes. The variations are the highest at the let-
ters (black letters on white background); therefore this is
where the rate of change within a row is expected to be
the highest [9].

A simple, effective and fast edge finding algorithm
must be applied in the first step, which sufficiently high-
lights the characters of the number plate in contrast to
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Fig. 4a. Sum of columns after horizontal and vertical filtering. Fig. 4b. Possible parts of the plate.

the intensity of the other areas in the image. Band-pass
filtering has proven to be the most optimal solution for
this case, the impulse response of which may either be fi-
nite (FIR) or infinite (IIR), adapted to the problem to be
solved. FIR filters of short response time require less com-
putational time, yielding faster filtering process; therefore
these were selected as experimental tools. Execution can
be further accelerated by simple filter characteristics. A
filter featuring an impulse response of 5 to 7 (depending
on the expected size of the number plate) has proven to
be the most adequate during our experiments. The orig-
inal and the filtered images can be seen in the Figs. 1a
and b respectively.

The vertical position of the number plate must be
found in the second step by using a picture obtained by
bandpass filtering. Having summed up the results of filter-
ing for each row (sum of filtered rows, SFR curve, Fig. 2a),
the vertical position of the number plate is determined
on the basis of the statistical properties of the individual
rows. To provide a fast algorithm, simply the row featur-
ing the highest amplitude is selected (the number plate is
most likely to be located there). Following this, the upper
and lower boundaries of the number plate are approached
by searching both upwards and downwards. To this end,
the following procedure is applied: first the rows featuring
one half of the maximal value are searched in both direc-
tions, and then the evaluation is continued until the first
local minima are found. The two minimum values (i.e. the
ones corresponding to the upper and lower boundaries)
may severely differ; therefore the position of the number
plate is aligned to the row featuring the bigger minimum
value. To increase the accuracy of the procedure, the SFR
curve is smoothed by a lowpass filter (Fig. 2.b), eliminat-
ing several small local minima in this way.

The horizontal position of the number plate is found
in the third step of the algorithm by applying a procedure
similar to the one described above. The results obtained
by bandpass filtering are summed up for each column
only in the area identified in the previous step. The max-
imum value is not used in this case since the curve always
reaches a minimum value in the empty regions between
the characters; instead, the boundaries are found by an-
alyzing the averages (Figs. 3a and b). Prior to summing

up the values, the results can be further improved by ap-
plying bandpass limiting in the area concerned in both
horizontal and vertical directions (Figs. 4a and b).

Fig. 5. Number plate identified by simple edge search.

In certain cases the number plate may be split up into
several independent regions and also false results may oc-
cur. Therefore, the probable position must be selected
from these in the last step. Figure 3 shows that many
areas appear close to each other at the place of the num-
ber plate, while the false results are located further. The
areas close to each other are merged. This requires the
definition of a maximum distance which is estimated on
the basis of the expected size of the number plate.

The real number plate is selected from the remaining
areas by post processing methods. Two simple procedures
are applied: analysis of the boundary ratios and the ex-
tent of the areas. Investigation of the boundary ratios
relies on the fact that the ratio of the horizontal and ver-
tical sizes of a number plate falls in a predefined interval.
If the found number plate does not fulfil this criterion,
the search process must be continued in another place. In
the case of area evaluation, those regions are eliminated
that are too small to process or are too big, even if they
fulfil the boundary ratio requirement. If still more pos-
sible areas remain, the one featuring the highest specific
brightness is selected because number plates usually con-
tain a lot of sharp changes. The number plate identified
by edge finding was cut from the original image. Fig. 5
shows the result.

2.2 Number Plate Localization on the Basis of
Window Filtering

The drawback of the above solution is that after the
filtering also additional areas of high intensity appear be-
sides the number plate (Fig. 7) if the image contains a
lot of details and edges (eg complex background, Fig. 6)
the further areas. As a result, the SFR curve exhibits a
smaller increment at the number plate and the edges in
the surrounding areas may sometimes be more dominant
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Fig. 6. Image with complex background. Fig. 7. Filtered complex image.

Fig. 8. Sum of filtered rows and columns. Fig. 9. Windowed sum of filtered rows and sum of filtered columns.

Fig. 10. Number plate localized by the window method.

Fig. 11. Weighted and windowed sum of filtered image.

Fig. 12. Number plate localized by the window method and using
S curve (formula 3).

(Fig. 8). To avoid this phenomenon, the application of a
window that matches the size of the number plate proves
to be useful when the SFR curve is generated. In this case
only the values within the window are added. By shifting
the window, the position at which the sum has a maxi-
mum is searched in each row. The SFR curve is assigned

this maximum value for every row, therefore, the rows

that contain scattered intensity values can be eliminated

(Fig. 9). The window size is estimated on the basis of the

expected size of the number plate. If the window is cho-

sen to be as wide as the image, then the previously intro-

duced algorithm is obtained, while too small window size

leads to incorrect results. This latter algorithm reveals

the number plate more effectively from its surroundings.

The number plate found using the window method can

be seen in Fig. 10.

The boundaries of the number plate can be localized

by other methods too. To find the horizontal position, a

weighted and windowed summation must be performed,

during which the SFR curve values that fall into the first

part of the window are multiplied by −1, while those

in the second part are assigned a positive sign (see for-

mula 3). The sum value varies with the window position.

The final result is the tilted S curve depicted in Fig. 11,

which clearly shows that a maximum and a minimum

are obtained at the beginning and the end of the number

plate, respectively. The best result is obtained if the win-

dow size equals the width of the number plate, but smaller

window dimensions provide fairly good values too.

The vertical position is determined in two steps: first,

the most probable vertical position is searched for, then,

moving both upwards and downwards, the top and the

bottom are found. The search window described by for-

mula 4 (with a size of L) is used to determine the posi-

tion. The boundary search is started from a position that

is slightly above and below the found optimum position,
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using a properly selected window size with a method ap-
plied for the determination of the horizontal position.

Low pass filtering (smoothing) of the SFR curve can
be omitted because the search window already performs
bandpass filtering in itself, ie it suppresses the high fre-
quency components. This search window yields the result
depicted in Fig. 12.

H(x) =

{

−1, if x ≤ 0.5L

+1, if 0.5L < x
(3)

V (y) =











−1, if y ≤ 0.25L

+1, if 0.25L < y < 0.75., L

−1, if 0.75L ≤ y

(4)

3 NUMBER PLATE LOCALIZATION

USING ADAPTIVE THRESHOLDS

It was shown in the previous section that the num-
ber plate localization methods relying on edge search and
area analysis and using properly selected bandpass filters
provide good results in a short process time. The accu-
racy, however, can be further improved at only a minimal
increment of the computational time. In most cases the
number plates are surrounded by some frame (eg number
plate support). This feature can be exploited to further
improve the accuracy of the localization of the characters
in a number plate.

The basic principle is to find the frame of the number
plate, then, having done so, to omit the areas out of this
frame. The inner field therefore contains only the charac-
ters and the background of the number plate. The charac-
ters are printed in black on a white or yellow background
(light background with dark letters), and the frame of the
number plate is also black, therefore these colours must be
distinguished from each other. This simplifies the proce-
dure to the task that a proper thresholding method must
be found for grayscale pictures. This method is expected
to result in equally dark characters (and frame) and light
background, while the rest of the objects shall become
either light or dark, depending on the colour of the car
and illumination. As a consequence, the boundaries of the
number plate’s background must only be found, providing
the accurate position of the identified number plate.

3.1. Adaptive Threshold (ATH) Procedures

Having tested several threshold procedures [1–3, 8] the
modifications of the Adaptive Threshold [4] procedures
have proven to provide the best results. Their advantage
is that they are able to adjust to the energy content (ie
to the brightness, Y component) of the image.

The original adaptive threshold [5] algorithm divides
the picture into several blocks, then, prior to processing
the first block, determines the initial levels on the ba-
sis of the number of levels to be distinguished (ie the

number of colour tones). Two typical methods are avail-

able for this: either the complete range [0 to 255] of the

luminance signal is divided into equal sections, or, ac-

cording to a further improved method, the initial levels

may be determined by dividing only the range between

the smallest and strongest levels in a certain block. (The

algorithms we implemented apply the latter procedure.)

In the next step every pixel of the first block is processed

(in undefined order). Every pixel is checked for the closest

level, and the average value of the level concerned is mod-

ified, ie the thresholds vary. Thus not only the threshold

values are stored for every level, but also the number of

the corresponding pixels. The levels obtained for the first

block as a result of the procedure are transferred to the

second block, ie the initial thresholds of the second block

will be identical to those of the preceding one. The algo-

rithm is continued until all of the blocks are processed.

Having completed the processing of the blocks, they are

thresholded with the corresponding levels obtained, or,

the complete picture is thresholded with the final values.

The above description of the normal adaptive thresh-

old procedure clearly shows that this method implies sev-

eral arbitrary options, can be executed in many different

ways, therefore the results provided by the different ver-

sions may deviate from each other.

The steps introduced above [4] also reveal the weak

points of the ATH algorithm:

• The result of the thresholding procedure depends on

the initial reference level, because different initial val-

ues may lead to different final levels. Procedures SA

ATH, EATH, EATH+ATH [4] are intended to reduce

the differences between these results.

• The variation of the reference levels is mainly influ-

enced by the processing order of the image. For ex-

ample, calculating upwards down and the other way

round are not identical, since the results may be dif-

ferent in the two cases.

• If the complete image is divided into blocks instead

of processing it as a whole, the identical or nearly

identical pixels in the adjacent blocks may be assigned

to different reference levels as a result of the different

thresholds, which may lead to blocking effect. This

can degrade the actual object boundaries, and the

determination of the proper block size is also difficult.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 13. Refining the area of the number plate by thresholding.
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Due to the facts mentioned above, execution of the
ATH algorithm on the complete image may often lead
to bad results, because the number plate provides only a
small part of the picture, and so the points of the num-
ber plate barely influence the variations of the reference
levels. The contents of the picture may distort the refer-
ence levels to an extent that the characters of the number
plate melt into the background. On the other hand, the
rest of the picture is out of interest, therefore the ex-
ecution of ATH algorithms is recommended only in the
localized area, requiring less computation. The whole pic-
ture is handled as one unit during the final thresholding
procedure instead of dividing it into blocks. For safety
reasons, it is recommended to slightly increase the size
of the analyzed area (eg in case the number plate tilts),
which ensures that all the four corners of the number
plate is found.

The following procedures have been investigated to
overcome the above mentioned issues and to execute the
ATH algorithm more accurately.

3.1.1 Successive Approximation Adaptive Threshold
Algorithm (SA ATH)

Different results are obtained if the points are collected
in different order. It is hard to find the optimal method
for the collection of the points, but there is a solution
which is less sensitive for the processing order and yields
more optimal results than the original ATH procedure.
One reason of the problems is that the reference levels
do not vary properly during processing. The probability
of incorrect changes can be reduced by setting the ini-
tial reference levels to an optimal level. Such improved
approach is if the initial reference values are provided
by a previously executed ATH algorithm. By cyclically
repeating this, the reference levels will tend to certain
values that can be considered as optimal. On the basis of
this it can be proven that the algorithm must be repeated
until the variation of the individual thresholds becomes
negligible. The experiments indicate that the final values
are obtained after 2 to 8 cycles.

3.1.2 Equal Area Threshold Algorithm (EATH)

During successive approximation every reference value
has “migrated” from an initial level to an optimal one.
Besides the contents of the image, also the initial values
significantly influence the optimal positions. The initial
levels have so far been uniformly distributed over the en-
tire interval. Better results may be obtained if the content
of the image is already taken into consideration during the
selection of the initial values, i.e. the results of a threshold
procedure are used for the setting of the initial reference
levels.

Thus, the initial values are not spread uniformly over
the interval like in the case of the original ATH; in-
stead, they are determined on the basis of histograms.
It is assumed that every level contains the same number

of points, and the reference levels are calculated accord-
ingly. It can simply be proven that this condition cannot
always be fulfilled [4], therefore the procedure calculating
the initial values was modified in a way to minimize the
standard deviation of the number of pixels correspond-
ing to the individual reference levels (formula 5). Under
ideal circumstances, every reference level is assigned the
same number of pixels (Height*Width/M number of pix-
els, where M is the count of reference levels).

Piopt = Pi | arg min

√

∑M−1
i=0

(

Height∗Width
M

− Pi

)2

M
. (5)

3.1.3 Combination of Equal Area Threshold Calculating
and ATH Algorithms (EATH + ATH)

The comparison of the results of the ATH, SA ATH
and EATH algorithms shows that the ATH and SA ATH
algorithms provide less noisy pictures but do not suffi-
ciently separate the individual sections [4]. The impor-
tant areas can be well distinguished in pictures yielded
by EATH, but the images are noisy. The advantages of
the two algorithms can be exploited while their shortcom-
ings suppressed by their consecutive application.

3.2 Number Plate Localization on the Basis of
Thresholds

The threshold procedures introduced so far do not ex-
plain directly how the number plate boundaries are found.
A simple, fast and considerably accurate solution is that
the area around the number plate that has been localized
in the previous steps is thresholded on 2 or more lev-
els (not exceeding 3 or 4). The number of levels required
to obtain optimal results depends on the luminance sig-
nals in the area of the number plate and around it. Most
of the cases 2 thresholds are sufficient. After threshold-
ing the original image (Fig. 13a), the brightest level is
considered to be the background in the resultant picture
(Fig. 13b), while the rest of the levels constitute the envi-
ronment, characters and the frame of the number plate.
That is, only this area has to be localized accurately. Ad-
vancing along the centre line of the image, the area with
uniform background is searched for, which is expected to
be the number plate itself (in certain cases this may con-
sist of separate parts; if this is the case, all parts must be
localized).

Though the area of the number plate has been identi-
fied, the four corners must still be found. Starting from
every corner along a 45◦ line, the first points whose colour
is identical to that of the background are searched for
(Fig. 13c). These may be the corner points if they fulfil
the condition that most of their adjacent points consti-
tute the background of the number plate.

Due to the principle of the algorithms the result is
not influenced by rotation and distortions, because the
threshold procedures separate the background of the
number plate, independent of the angle of the number
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Fig. 14. Localized number plate. Fig. 15. Result of direction sensitive window filtering (α = 2◦ ).

plate. The area of the localized number plate is shown in
Fig. 14, while Fig. 13d depicts the separated and restored
number plate.

4 NUMBER PLATE LOCALIZATION

ON THE BASIS OF DIRECTION

SENSITIVE WINDOW FILTERING

Certain parts (corners) are inaccurate in Fig. 12 due to
the tilt of the number plate, which makes the consecutive
character recognition process harder. This problem may
be overcome by searching in more directions, ie during
the generation of SFR curve the intensity values are cal-
culated not only horizontally but also along lines of var-
ious slope. The case that provides the highest weighted
sum by the V (y) window (formula 4) is selected from the
results obtained at different slopes. This procedure also
provides the vertical position and the tilt angle of the
number plate (Fig. 15).

The wider the range in which the angle is swept and
the finer the step width is, the better results can be
obtained, ie the tilt angle of the number plate can be

determined at higher accuracy. However, this requires
considerably higher computational power; therefore it is
recommended to execute this procedure only in a certain
domain of the image, primarily in the vicinity of the
previously found number plate.

The experimental results have shown that the number
plates can be localized by this algorithm in most of the
cases, and, more to the point, the top and bottom of the
number plate characters can accurately be determined
(Fig. 15). Making use of this feature, an effective and
fast algorithm that differs from the previous ones can
be applied to find the horizontal position of the number
plate. The algorithm consists of the following steps:

• The found range is transformed to horizontal.

• The lightest pixel is searched for in every column
(Fig. 16. Maximum Values).

• Vertical bandpass filtering is performed in every col-
umn of the horizontal range (Fig. 16. Filtered Region).

• A sum of filtered columns (SFC) is generated using the
results of filtering (Fig. 16. SFC).

• Aligned to the vertical size of the number plate (its
height is known), the maximal value curve is filtered

Fig. 16. Determination of the horizontal position of the number plate in the case of direction
sensitive window filtering.

Fig. 17. Localized number

plate distorted back to hori-
zontal position.
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Fig. 18a. Window method + ATH. Fig. 18b. Direction sensitive method.

Table 1.

Algorithm Resolution Time (s)

Window edge search 640 × 480 0.18
Window edge search 320 × 240 0.08
ATH versions + search 640 × 480 0.06
(fine localization)
ATH versions + search 320 0.04
(fine localization)

Direction sensitive edge search 640 × 480 2.37
Direction sensitive edge search 320 × 240 0.80
Direction sensitive edge search 130 0.05
(only for number plate)

on the basis of formula 5 (Fig. 16. Filtered Maximal
Values; L = 2 . . . 5). As a result of this, the rising and
falling edges appear. The values smaller than half of
both the negative and positive peaks are set to zero,
due to which only the relevant peaks remain.

• The absolute value of the differentiated SFC curve is
calculated (Fig. 16. Absolute Values of Differentiated
SFC Curve).

• The above curve is integrated from the beginning of
the range concerned (Fig. 16. Integrated Curve).

• Negative (left side) and positive (right side) adja-
cent peak pairs are searched for whose distance nearly
equals the expected width of the number plate and be-
tween which the SFC curve exhibits frequent changes
(this is indicated by the Integrated Curve). If sev-
eral possibilities are obtained, the range exhibiting the
highest relative changes is selected.

Figure 17 shows the result of the algorithm. In certain
cases (for example, when the number plate is darker than
its environment) the maximal value curve has a shape just
opposite than the one depicted in Fig. 16. This results
that the peaks indicating the boundaries of the number
plate on the filtered maximal value curve have opposite
directions. Considering these facts, the peaks are searched
in an opposite order (positive left side and negative right
side adjacent peaks) in case the process is not successful.

If the search process still remains unsuccessful, a new
strategy may be tried, because the number plate can often

be found on the basis of the absolute value of the number
plate’s differentiated SFC curve.

H(x) =











+1, if L < x < 0

0, if x = 0

−1 if 0 < x < L .

(6)

5 SUMMARY

After the completion of the algorithms introduced in
this paper, when the area of the number plate is pre-
cisely localized, a transformation that restores the hori-
zontal position of tilted number plates is recommended to
be performed on all tilted number plates. This facilitates
character recognition, since a character recognition mod-
ule can easier separate and identify the characters after
this operation. In addition, the transform always yields
the same character picture size, the various number plate
dimensions therefore do not influence recognition.

Each algorithm was also tested with images of different
noise levels (Fig. 18). The results indicated that below a
certain noise level the procedures operate perfectly, but
severely degrade beyond this limit. The reason of this lies
in the fact that the curves obtained as the sum of fil-
tered rows and columns are distorted beyond this limit
to an extent that the implemented filter procedures are
no longer able to find the number plate. If it is known in
advance that the system is to be operated in a noisy envi-
ronment, then the filters, the search parameters and the
thresholds must be set accordingly. The reliability of the
system can be maintained this way. The performance can
be further improved by various noise filtering methods, if
required. As a result, number plate localization remains
reliable even under such noisy circumstances when the
character recognition module is no longer able to identify
the characters.

The algorithms were not optimized for speed and were
implemented on i386 architecture (P4 2.4 GHz processor
and Windows XP operating system). The obtained results
are in Tab. 1.

The reliability of the algorithm does not improve at
higher resolution, but the computational time increases
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remarkably and the filter parameters, window size, etc

must be realigned to the expected size of the number
plate. In the case of low resolution images, the number
plate is small and cannot be found securely, and also
character recognition becomes more difficult. The optimal
size has proven to be around 320 × 240 pixels.

The table indicates that the computational time re-
quired for improving the results of a window edge search
by some adaptive threshold algorithm is identical to the
one required by direction sensitive edge search, provided
the latter one is executed in a found area. On the basis
of the results, direction sensitive edge search is recom-
mended as a fine search procedure, because usually it
yields better results than thresholding at nearly identi-
cal run time. A further great advantage of the introduced
procedures is that they are less sensitive for the improper
illumination and contamination of the number plates [7].
In addition, the implemented ATH algorithms perfectly
fit to the binarization procedures which are widely ap-
plied for registration number recognition, and may pro-
vide considerably better results than a thresholding algo-
rithm that is based on average calculation.

Finally, the following conclusions may be drawn upon
summarizing the introduced algorithms. The procedures
are not sensitive for contaminations on the number plates
as well as for adverse illumination, and feature excellent
noise resistance. Precise learning process is not required
at all. To achieve better results, windowing is always rec-
ommended in the case of procedures based on “basic”
and direction sensitive edge finding (see chapters 2 and
4, respectively). The solution using “basic” edge finding is
considerably faster than the direction sensitive method in
the case of large images. However, the former procedure is
less accurate, therefore correction is needed (ATH). The
final goal is to obtain the possible fastest and most ac-
curate procedure, which can be accomplished by unify-
ing the two methods: the position of the number plate in
the image is approximately determined by windowed edge
finding, and, following this, direction sensitive windowing
is applied as “fine localization” in this reduced area. This
is the most accurate procedure to determine the location
of the number plate.
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